
The path to success with Fresh Energy



We have a recipe 
for winning…

Revenue in EUR



...that has already worked in many countries

Green Cell coverage in 2020

We co-create the world of sustainable energy. Within 8 years we have gained over 2.5 million 
satisfied customers and reached several dozen of countries worldwide. Our products are even used in Greenland! 
We are growing at a frenetic rate and have no intention of slowing down.



What are the pillars of our success?

Team Products Innovations Values



Team that wins

Our technologies are born in Poland. We create accessories that provide energy to mobile devices and electric vehicles. 
We are ambitious, inventive and brave, which is why we constantly push the boundaries.



Products that amaze

We are not following the beaten path. Our designers and engineers set their own paths. In the R&D laboratory in Krakow, 
small works of art are created, which perfectly meet user needs and are distinguished by their characteristic design. 
We focus on fresh ideas and new ways of delivering energy.



Innovations that drive us forward

The digital world is made up of small 
devices, and each needs energy. We are 

here to power them as part of one cohesive 
ecosystem.

This is our biggest dream and strategic goal.
In addition to chargers and cables, we want to 
provide batteries for electric vehicles and new 

accessories for their owners.

We are constantly developing projects 
related to intelligent energy supply, storage 
and management, e.g. from photovoltaics.

#IoT #SmartEnergy#Electromobility



GC PowerPlay Ultra
It is worth having a reserve of energy on hand. PowerPlay Ultra is our 
flagship power bank model. An impressive 26800 mAh capacity lets you 
charge your ultrabook more than once, and the four 128W ports quickly 
recharge the battery of several devices at once. Thanks to its power, 
capacity and versatility, the PowerPlay Ultra is sometimes called the 
"mobile powerplant". 

Power Delivery 65W and 
27W ports and Ultra 

Charge 2x18W

26800 mAh - is the 
maximum powerbank 

capacity allowed on the 
plane

A touch-activated 
charging indicator, just 

like in a smartphone

Charges 4 devices 
simultaneously, including 

laptops and consoles



GC PowerPlay 10 and GC PowerPlay 20
Our powerbanks evolve together with user needs. The 10,000mAh and 20000mAh 
models work perfectly with mobile devices. Thanks to the Power Delivery port, the 
charging power is individually selected and allows you to instantly charge your 
smartphone or tablet. On the other hand, green ports equipped with our proprietary 
Ultra Charge technology offer up to 3.5x faster charging than standard power 
supplies.

Extremely durable case High security level

USB-C Power Delivery 18W port 
and 2 USB-A Ultra Charge ports

3 devices charged 
at the same time



EV chargers and cables
We are confident that electromobility will change the world and we want to play 
a big role in this revolution. Our offer for electric vehicle users is constantly 
expanding. The offer already features PowerBox wall chargers, PowerCable 
mobile chargers, the most popular cables in Europe with Type 2 and Type 1 
connectors. We invite you to join us on this journey!

Up to 22 kW charging power

Compatible with many EV/PHEV 
vehicles

Clear LCD screens 
and a durable, sealed case

Safety through advanced 
electronics

Over 5m long cables



USB chargers
What should the ideal charger be like? Our customers think that it should be 
fast and versatile, which is why Green Cell chargers are the true power 
distribution centres. We have equipped them with several ports for 
maximum efficiency and time saving.

Power Delivery and Ultra 
Charge ports 

Compact size

High security level Latest technologies



GC Ray cables
Charging at the speed of light sounds futuristic, but not to us. When 
designing USB cables, we focused on fast energy supply and maximum 
durability. The illuminated connector makes it easy to connect your devices 
and allows you to quickly identify the type of connector, especially in the 
middle of the night.

USB-C, Lightning 
and micro USB 

connectors

30 cm
120 cm
200 cm

Available in different 
lengths 

LED backlight

Durable braid



AirJuice induction charger
We know that not everyone likes cables, so we prepared our own 15W inductive 
charger. A solid aluminum case and non-slip elements prevent the device from 
being accidentally knocked down. Security is also guaranteed by the Qi WPC 
certification.

Durable metal case

Fast charging 
with 15 W 

Qi certificate

Extensive 
compatibility



GC Hubs
There are always not enough USB ports. We decided to change that with our 
HUBs equipped not only with USB, but also HDMI, Ethernet and SD card ports. 
It definitely expands the capabilities of any computer and helps users who 
always need "one more port".

An extensive range 
of variants

Fast charging ports 
with Power Delivery

Impressive 
compatibility

Modern design



UPS - uninterruptible power supplies
A power outage can be dangerous and can cause a lot of financial loss. 
Uninterruptible power supplies help you avoid the consequences of such 
incidents. We have prepared models for home use and professional UPS 
devices for mounting in server racks, which are able to protect the company's 
IT infrastructure.

A pure and modified sine 
wave

Clear LCD screen The "cold start" 
function

Management through 
software

Equipment safety From 300 to 2700 W 
of power



Voltage converters (inverters)
Green Cell accompanies its customers at work and on vacation. Voltage 
converters  are the perfect choice for anyone who travels in a car, RV or a truck. 
With them, you can use standard 230V appliances anywhere, anytime - as long 
as you're near your vehicle.

A pure sine wave
Durable construction

Its own cooling 
system

USB ports

Equipment safety From 300 to 6000 W 
of power



Laptop batteries
When we designed our batteries, we tried to make them superior to factory 
solutions. We used cells from leading manufacturers - Samsung and Panasonic, 
to create batteries precisely matched with user needs.

Based on proven cellsEfficient and durable 

Protected against short-circuit, 
overheating, overcharging 

and deep discharge

Compatible with the manufacturer's 
software



AGM batteries
AGM is a special category of batteries in which the electrolyte is immobilized in 
a glass mat separator. This design has a number of advantages - the battery can 
work in any position, and the electrolyte will not spill out anyway. In addition, 
AGM is more durable and efficient than standard gel batteries. Perfect for many 
different applications - vehicles, alarm systems, monitoring, photovoltaics, and 
above all in UPS devices as an emergency power source.

Up to 150 Ah capacityDozens of models 
with a voltage of 6 V or 12 V

Reliable and safe
Widely used - UPS, photovoltaics, 

alarm systems, etc.



Photovoltaics
We dream of a world where most of the energy comes from renewable sources, 
which is why we support the development of photovoltaics with our products. 
Green Cell's offer already includes 1000 W and 3000 W inverters, as well as 
the MPPT controller, which allows you to efficiently and safely charge 
the batteries with energy from the sun.

Up to 3 kW of inverter power

Efficient and secure UPS function

A pure sine wave



Voltage converters
Our offer includes voltage converters that allow you to use devices from 
different parts of the world - no matter what plugs they are equipped with. 
Thanks to the switch on the back of the device, the voltage can be freely 
changed between 230 V and 110 V. There are also three different sockets.

Simple voltage change 
110 V ⇄ 230 V

Type F, B, and G sockets

Replaceable fuses Usable power from 400 to 1600 W



PRO series power supplies
A laptop power supply is a rather inconspicuous device. 
However, this does not mean that it is not worth paying attention 
to. In response to our customer needs, we have improved the 
PSU design and provided a higher safety levels, better heat 
distribution, a durable case and firmly placed connectors. This 
made powering a laptop even more PRO.

Larger heat sink - better heat 
distribution

Protection against short 
circuit and overheating

Solid case

Compatible with hundreds 
of models from the largest 

manufacturers



To sum up the offer…

   

batteries

chargers

power supplies

accessories

electromobility

for laptops for power tools for RC devices for 
smartphones

for cameras for drones for e-bikes for 
lawnmowers

for vacuum 
cleaners

AA/AAA 
batteries

wireless multi USB in-car USB Power Delivery 
USB-C

power banks power 
inverters

USB cables travel 
adapters

USB-C hubs keyboards

AGM UPS

mobile 
chargers

wallbox 
chargers

charging 
cables

for hearing aid

for AA/AAA 
batteries

solar 
controlers

elastic solar 
panels

photovoltaics

for laptops for power tools for cameras for e-bikes for AGM 
batteries

voltage 
converters



They are with us

Distributors Marketplace Resellers



Fresh Energy provides dynamism and a positive attitude. We are not afraid of new 
challenges and we confidently develop our business and our offered technologies. 

As a result, we provide customers with products that exceed their expectations. 

We hope that together we will achieve even more!

Values that unite us



greencell.global

#FreshEnergy


